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imperial ambitions, indigenous actors and settle‐

case studies come from the southern end of the
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neither empire effectively controlled” (p. 72).

actors. The diplomatic wranglings of the Iberian

Chapter 4 examines the effect of these new bor‐

empires set the stage for a much richer examina‐

ders on ideas of territory and sovereignty in the

tion of the region’s cultural and political dynam‐

Río de la Plata region. It highlights diverging ap‐

ics. The monograph is original in both its subject

proaches of the Spanish and Portuguese crowns

matter and its methodological approaches. It

toward indigenous tolderías, and indigenous par‐

presents a fascinating study at the intersection of

ticipation in the new spatial politics of the late

political, spatial, and cultural history, and will be
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of interest to historians of cartography, indigenous
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sequent establishment of independent states in

Erbig presents a picture of a region in flux: a
place of moving borders, mobile settlements, and
changing alliances. Five chapters take the reader

Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina altered the political
and cultural dynamics of the border region, with
disastrous effects for its indigenous inhabitants.

through the history of this border region. Chapters

The monograph is published within the David

1 and 2 introduce the reader to the role of tolder‐

J. Weber Series in the New Borderlands History,

ías, showing that these indigenous settlements and

and its use of spatial concepts clearly fits into and
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develops this field. One of the strengths of this

lar, he emphasizes the co-construction and negoti‐

book is the author’s use of a large variety of

ation of geographical knowledge, which has be‐

sources from different archives across both the

come an important feature in recent works in the

Portuguese- and Spanish-speaking world. As a res‐

field.[2] However, caciques and toldería members

ult, the chapters take the reader seamlessly across

are no mere “informants” or “guides” here: the

the region, “decentering” the space and its inhabit‐

spatial practices of indigenous people and their

ants from previously dominant Eurocentric and

control of rural territories were constituent as‐

imperial visions, as historian of borderlands

pects of the border itself, as Erbig persuasively ar‐

Pekka Hämäläinen has described it.[1] Erbig de‐

gues. Furthering the historiography of Iberian im‐

clares his intent to diverge from previous frame‐

perial attitudes toward independent indigenous
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gion, moving the geographical focus of this study

such David J. Weber, Erbig relates this cultural
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mostly controlled by indigenous groups. Indigen‐

The relatively small geographical area covered in

ous actors are not passive bystanders in the face

this monograph enables the author to deal with

of imperial diplomacy here. Erbig demonstrates

concepts of possession, territoriality, and sover‐

individual caciques and tolderías to be important

eignty in a nuanced way. Because mobile toldería

historical actors who exercised power within their
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own political networks, controlled the coun‐

rigid European notions of fixing the border, yet

tryside, and brokered alliances with imperial

could not be ignored by imperial powers, this

agents and Jesuit missionaries. He emphasizes

monograph provides a unique lens on this topic.

that “Native peoples did not simply foil or adapt to

The author shows great sensitivity to the geo‐

imperial efforts; they altered the very structure of

graphical situatedness of cultural and political in‐

imperial governance” (p. 7). Throughout the text,

teractions in the border region, employing GIS
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maps to illustrate the presence of tolderías in rela‐

sible, as the author explains, to avoid generalized

tion to border lines and Iberian settlements, as

imperial ethnonyms that rarely corresponded to

well as change in these circumstances over time.

indigenous self-identification (p. 25). A tapestry of

In total, the monograph includes twenty-two his‐

interpersonal relationships and strategic alliances
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trate the book’s arguments, most of the latter

across the space.

drawing on GIS data. The GIS maps provide an ex‐

Spatial and geographical themes inform the

cellent visual representation of the area covered

monograph as a whole and run through all

by these settlements. Due to the nature of the un‐

chapters. Most obviously, the narrative revolves

derlying data this exercise presents some chal‐

around the demarcation of a boundary line

lenges, which the author does not shy away from

between the Spanish and Portuguese empires. The

discussing. The data underlying the GIS maps is,

author shows the Río de la Plata region’s trans‐

after all, dependent on our interpretation of the
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border, and its subsequent de facto disintegration

to show that these groups moved closer to the

in the face of revolutionary wars. In this, Erbig

Spanish-Portuguese border line in the early 1800s.

makes a welcome contribution to the history of

However, as Erbig points out, it is possible that

cartography (especially in chapter 3). In particu‐

more frequent mentions of indigenous settlements
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near the borderline simply reflect these docu‐

weave together indigenous and imperial histories
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ants of a contested area in these years. In another
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While the GIS maps are a persuasive way of

This in addition to the vast number of individuals
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mentioned

drawn from painstaking archival research to the

(whether
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reader, Erbig’s own comments on the nature of
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difficult to place in a wider context. Nevertheless,
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presence of diverse and itinerant populations and
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imperial spatial understanding, they serve as ex‐
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cellent case study for evaluating colonial sources

crucial influence to the historical record is an im‐

from new perspectives. Further discussions about

portant project and makes for a highly innovative
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monograph.
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The multitude of archival materials consulted
and the sheer number of encounters between dif‐
ferent groups and individuals documented are
some of the monograph’s great strengths. It is this
local wealth of detail that allows the author to
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